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post date: 13:29 05-08-2009 rating: 5 author: gryphon comment: this is the best mmorpg i've ever played. it's a challenge, with a story, where everything is interactive. it's easy to learn, and play, and everything is awesome. it's really great that it's free, and it's an open beta, but it's got a lot of potential, so i
really really hope that it gets even better. i'm addicted to it. post date: 19:42 07-03-2010 rating: 4 author: sorabailas comment: i am playing the hack of 2moons for 3 weeks now, and i loved it at the beginning,but unfortunately, after all the days,i am playing the game without fun and i can't turn back to the
game,it is really annoying. post date: 11:45 08-08-2011 rating: 4 author: fynnbarb comment: the graphics is awesome, it runs smooth, and it's really easy to play, but the tutorial is very slow and the gameplay feels a little cheap for my taste. but for a free mmorpg, it's a must try. post date: 15:57 07-08-2012
rating: 4 author: johan_mlg7 comment: 2moons is a great game with a great atmosphere, and i love the graphics and the gameplay, but the game is very cheap, the maps are too small and the game isn't very well balanced, but for a free game, you don't really need a lot of balance, but the game is just
perfect for some players, the game is for people that like the other action games, the more brutal the better. post date: 15:11 07-08-2012 rating: 5 author: johan_mlg7 comment: 2moons is a great game with a great atmosphere, and i love the graphics and the gameplay, but the game is very cheap, the
maps are too small and the game isn't very well balanced, but for a free game, you don't really need a lot of balance, but the game is just perfect for some players, the game is for people that like the other action games, the more brutal the better.
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post date: 22:35 07-23-2008 rating: 4 author: donring comment: free mmo and pretty good game.. only thing that annoyed me was how acclaim ran the servers. so people got sick of the game and left. which is why the server numbers were so low. i only got to level 20 so i cant comment on how the game
plays, but the quality of the graphics and world is pretty good for a free game. free download 2moons vac hack post date: 22:15 08-16-2008 rating: 4 author: donring comment: free mmo and pretty good game. free download 2moons vac hack post date: 19:34 07-02-2008 rating: 3 author: donring comment:

free mmo and pretty good game. free download 2moons vac hack post date: 23:09 07-02-2008 rating: 4 author: donring comment: free mmo and pretty good game. free download 2moons vac hack post date: 17:54 06-07-2008 rating: 4 author: donring comment: free mmo and pretty good game. free
download 2moons vac hack post date: 17:22 06-07-2008 rating: 4 author: donring comment: free mmo and pretty good game. the xnova 2moons mod apk is one of the most popular strategygames. this is the best strategy game ever made. if you have the guts and desire to battle with clans, you must

download this game. enjoy this free game while you can. it is not a simple game to play. the xnova 2moons mod apk takes a lot of time to complete the game, but the biggest problem of the game is that it does not have an in game payment system. the game is free, but to complete the game, you need lots
of gold, gems, elixir and food. you can get gold from the tutorial. you can get elixir from enemies and chests. to get the food you need to buy it from the shop. 5ec8ef588b
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